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The issue these days for the sport writ great is competitive fairness versus retaining revenue. And one plays the other off the field. India's medicines regulator on Saturday recommended for emergency use a locally developed coronavirus vaccine called COVAXIN, which is expected to become a backup for the AstraZeneca/Oxford shot.
COVAXIN was developed by Bharat Biotech, a company based in Hyderabad, with the support of the state-owned Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR). The company says it has submitted all the data to the medicines regulator. Australian Associated PressSpanish international Gerard Moreno was on target for the ninth time this
season as he inspired Villarreal to a 2-1 victory over Levante in La Liga.Follow all the action live from the HawthornsResource gunners will look to make it three wins in a row tonight to start 2021 on a high note at Hawthorns. Arsenal looked like genuine relegation candidates after their worst start to a season since 1974, although Mikel
Arteta's side began their recovery, following a Boxing Day triumph over Chelsea with victory at Brighton in midweek. Allardyce's comments before Christmas that he views Arsenal as rivals for the drop will likely only add to the motivations of the visitors tonight. No one believes Logan Paul shot against Floyd Mayweather.Australian
Associated PressUS senator Ted Cruz is among a group of 11 Republican senators contesting Joe Biden's election victory. Australian Associated Press Former Tottenham Hotspur boss Mauricio Pochettino has been received as the new manager of French champions Paris Saint-Germain. Spurs teammate Giovani Lo Celso also said an
apology for the party, which was also attended by Sergio Regillon and Manuel LanziniExtending their 94% rise in November, Shares of Bloom Energy (NYSE: BE) rose 17% in December, according to data While it's not as impressive as the stock's 973% rise in shares of Bloom Energy's peer, Plug Power (NASDAQ: PLUG), this was
undoubtedly a welcome sight for investors as Bloom Energy shares plunged 25% in 2019. Starting in December on nonauthorization, Bloom Energy shares have received a downgrade to neutral from being overweight with a $26 price target from Paul Coster, an analyst at JPMorgan, according to Thefly.com.Alphabet's Wing criticized the
new FAA rules for the drone ID, warning that they could have unintended privacy implications. There is a quiet hope that Root withdraws the early rejection and impunity that pushed him to the upper echelons of the Test gameEdinburgh 10 Glasgow Warriors 7 After a festive period of endless and cloyingly much food, the first match of the
1872 Cup season was a serving of terribly thin slurry. Goes nowhere, dropped passes, missed tackles, missed touches – it was a match in which it was all. Except, unfortunately, points. As you would expect from a derby that doubles as a trial in Scotland, there was no shortage of effort or effort and if to put bodies to the detriment in a way
were a measure of success, this match would be a world blow. Quite what Edinburgh and Glasgow promising rainbow cup opponents would have thought while watching this encounter in the sun over their braids is unknown, but not hard to imagine. Within an hour it looked as if it might be a match that lived forever as an answer to a quiz
question about the Pro14's first ever goalless draw, only for Jaco van der Walt to break the deadlock with a 40m penalty kick. but it was the winning try that arrived shortly afterwards that best summed up that game. Glasgow stand-in Brandon Thomson already had a shocker, with his first-half penalty kick to miss out with before the posts
dimmed even his horror show of an injury-time penalty miss against the Dragons that cost the Warriors that game. Just after Glasgow went behind, the South African threw a wild pass high and wide to Sam Johnson, centre reaching back but diverting it into the path of five Edinburgh players. Van der Walt broke in front and Magnus
Bradbury touched down. Given the odds, a 10-point margin with 10 minutes to play was always decisive. Glasgow, in their view, dropped to their bench and played faster and wider, but to block Lewis Been's last-minute try was never more than conspilliation. It was tough and menacing, if a bit muddy, admitted Edinburgh coach Richard
Cockerill. Glasgow played really well but we almost deserved to win. We found a way to win, and even when it's ugly, we win games. We lost it a little bit, but in the last two games we've found ways to win against good sides. ... Edinburgh will bank points and Glasgow will rightly take smut from the closeness of the result ahead of Friday's
rematch at Scotsan. However, the main advantage of this match will be his useful qualifying pointers for Gregor Townsend, whose interest may have been pique in the form of a trio of fringe contenders. After two months on the sidelines, Richie Gray put up a surprise reminder of his qualities, the veteran hit rucks at speed and tackling as
he listened for the part of Jonny Gray. There were further surprises from Scotland's ghosts of the past in the form of Edinburgh centre-back Mark Bennett, who consistently made ground with ball in hand and was named man of the match, and in Hugh Jones, whose beautiful half-hour break was the undoubted highlight of a goalless first
half-time that will long live in the memory for all the wrong reasons. There were other instructive cameos. WP Nel may not be a force around the park but he delivered a reminder of his remarkable destructive power when the push comes to shove as the Edinburgh scrum dismantled the visitors over and over again. Edinburgh's wingers
also made infrequent but high-quality interventions, Darcy Graham returned to his best jinking, while Duhan van der Merve made his trademark impression of a runaway steamroller. That's not the case for Scotland scant consiling for a match of impoverished ambition and lack of performance that provided a deeply unremarkable start to
the new year. Bombers match details: Van der Walt's pen 3-0; Try Bradbury 8-0; conv Van der Walt 10-0; Try Bob 10-5; Conv Thompson 10-7. Edinburgh: B Kinghorn; D Graham, M Bennett Sea Dean, D van der Merve; J van der Walt, H Pyrgos (N Groom, 65); P Schoeman (R Sutherland, 55), S McInally, WP Nel ( S Berghan, 55), B
Toolis, J Hodgson, J Ritchie, H Watson, V Mata (M Bradbury, 66). Glasgow Warriors: H Jones; H Jones. L Jones, N Grigg, C Johnson (G Bryce, 73), R Taggive; B Thomson (R Thompson, 70), Price (J Dobie, 77); A Seiuli (G Thornton, 59), G Turner (J Matthews, 70), Z Fagerson (E Pieretto, 66), R Gray (L Bean, 73), S Cummings, R
Wilson (capt), T Gordon (T Ioane, 62), M Fagerson. Referee: S Grove-White (SRU)Heartbroken 31-29 home loss in western province eliminated defending Champions Cheetah from The South African Courier Cup at Bloemfontein Saturday.Australian Associated PressLionel Messi is back in barcelona's squad for a league match in
Huesca with manager Ronald Koeman saying the Argentine great is keen to return to action. Aside from creative outdoor lunchtime solutions that depended heavily on available space and weather forecasts, many restaurants relied on delivery and takeaway orders to stay afloat. According to eMarketer, the number of users of the food
delivery app has increased from 36.4 million in 2019 to 45.6 million in 2020, which will mark a 25.2% increase. What are cloudy kitchens? NEW YORK, Jan. 02, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Rosen Law Firm, global investor rights law firm, recalls buyers of international semiconductor securities (OTC: SMICY) between April 23, 2020 and
September 26, 2020 inclusive (Class Period), an important February 8, 2021 plaintiff's deadline in the securities class started by the firm. The lawsuit aims to recover damages for SMIC investors under federal securities laws. To join the SMIC class action, go to or call Phillip Kim, Esq. for free at 866-767-3653 or email
pkim@rosenlegal.com or cases@rosenlegal.com for class action information. According to the lawsuit, defendants throughout the class period made false and/or misleading statements and/or failed to disclose that: (1) there is an unacceptable risk that equipment supplied to SMIC would be used for military purposes; (2) SMIC predictably
risked facing U.S. restrictions; (3) as a result of U.S. Department of Commerce restrictions, some SMIC suppliers need to find it difficult to obtain individual export licenses; and (4) as a result, the defendants' public statements were materially false and/or misleading at all relevant times. When the true details entered the market, the lawsuit
alleges that investors suffered losses. Class action lawsuit already If you wish to be the lead plaintiff, you must February 8, 2021. The lead plaintiff is a representative party acting on behalf of other class members when directing the lawsuit. If you would like to join the lawsuit, go to or discuss your rights or interests regarding this class
action, please contact Philip Kim, Esq. of Rosen Law Firm at 866-767-3653 or email at pkim@rosenlegal.com or cases@rosenlegal.com.NO CLASS not yet certified in the above action. YOU CAN SAVE THE ADVICE OF YOUR CHOICE. YOU CAN ALSO REMAIN A MISSING CLASS MEMBER AND DO NOTHING AT THE MOMENT.
AN INVESTOR'S ABILITY TO SHARE ANY POTENTIAL FUTURE RECOVERY DOES NOT DEPEND ON SERVING AS LEAD PLAINTIFF. Follow updates on LinkedIn: or on Twitter: or on Facebook: the law firm represents investors around the world, focusing its practices on securities class actions and derivatives litigation by
shareholders. Rosen Law Firm took the first place in the ISS Securities Class Action Services ranking by the number of settlements for the securities class in 2017. Since 2013, the firm is in the top 3 every year. Rosen Law Firm has reached the largest-ever settlement of securities class actions against a Chinese company. Attorneys at
rosen law firm are ranked and recognized by numerous independent and respected sources. Law firm Rosen has provided investors with hundreds of millions of dollars. Advertising lawyer. Preliminary results do not guarantee such a result. Contact: Lawrence Rosen, Esq. Philip Kim, Esq. Rosen Law Firm, P.A. 275 Madison Avenue, 40th
floor of New York City, Ny 10016 Tel: (212) 686-1060 Free: (866) 767-3653 Fax: (212) 202-3827 lrosen@rosenlegal.com pkim@rosenlegal.com cases@rosenlegal.com www.rosenlegal.comToulon Coach Patrice Collaz who admitted there was zero positive from his 31-18 team defeat to Bordeaux in the French Top 14 on Saturday.The
2021 Tour British and Irish Lions in South Africa were plunged into doubt after it was revealed that discussions were going to take place as to whether the tour could go ahead as planned. The Lions are scheduled to depart on June 27 for an eight-year rout, ending with a three-Test series against the Springboks that begins July 24. But the
coronavirus pandemic, which has seen new strains emerging from both Britain and South Africa, continues to affect world sport and travel. With South Africa unlikely to establish a mass vaccination program until the summer, and with tens of thousands of home country fans expected to make the trip, managing director Ben Calvelli has set
a February deadline for deciding on the viability of the tour. The Lions Council will gather during January and February as they continue to assess the ever-changing and Situation. Situation. the update will be provided in due course. Heightened security from Swansea City and South Wales Police has stopped protesters against the Black
Lives Matter Movement (BLM) marrying for a third straight game at the Liberty Stadium. Before Swansea's goalless draw with Reading, demonstrators outside the ground drove off their horns and booed and whistled while both teams took a knee in support of the BLM. It came after a similar but lesser incident happened before the
Barnsley match just before Christmas and shocked the Championship side, who immediately launched an investigation. The answer - in conjunction with the police - was successful as it was possible to avoid protesting another group. At the time both Swansea and Watford took a knee inside the Liberty Stadium as usual there was one
fireworks display that booed outside and one man was stopped to get close to the ground as he swung loudly. But Swansea's decision to erect a giant fence around the area protesters demonstrated against Reading paid off. South Wales Police also confirmed they had attended the ground in greater numbers than usual following the
events of Swansea's last two home matches. In a statement on their Twitter account, the organisers of the last two protests acknowledged what they were aware of Swansea and police attempts to stop the demonstrations. They vowed not to be intimidated and will continue to report the truth and hold the corrupt official to justice. It hints at
the prospect of further demonstrations in the future. Future.
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